WORKSHOP
Summary Response: Extended Letter-to-the- Editor
COCC150 2003-2004

Writer's Name:______________________   Reader's Name:_____________________

Writer: Please write your questions regarding this draft on the back of this sheet.
Reader: Read through the writer's essay first without making any comments.  Then read through the questions on the workshop sheet below.  Address these questions when you re-read the essay, providing a thoughtful and detailed response.  

Summary 
1.)	Has the writer clearly identified the article and author in the summary?  If so, mark it with a star.  If not, note this in the margins. 
2.)	Underline where the writer has identified the purpose and main point of the article in the summary.  Check to see that it is accurate and complete.  Which points or key ideas should the writer include or expand on?  Are there any points that seem unnecessary or unrelated to the overall point?  Comment on these concerns in the margins.
3.)	Note places in the summary where the writer should use more quotes, textual evidence, and author tags (i.e. "Atkinson argues that…"). 
4.)	Has the writer connected the summary and response to the earlier article in the New York Times by Diana Jean Schemo, making the essential link between the reader’s existing knowledge on the SAT debate and the writer’s current purposes in his or her response?

Response
5.)	Following the response, write down what you think is the writer's claim or overall idea.  Then look back at the response and circle where the claim is stated.  If the writer doesn't include a claim for the response, point this out.  
6.)	If the writer does have a clear claim for their response, check to see that it accurately reflects the ideas in their summary.  Does it relate back to the original text or does it stray from these key points?  
7.)	Label where the writer uses REASONS and EVIDENCE to support their response.  Point out where the writer needs to develop more reasons and/or evidence to make their claims valid.  Also check to see that the reasons and evidence connect back to the writer’s overall claim or focus.  

Overall
8.)	Offer any suggestions you may have to improve the writer's focus, organization, or development. Rank/order your top three recommendations.



9.)	Note two strong points from the essay.  Try to be specific (rather than just writing "good"). What is working well?

10.) Respond to questions the writer had for you.







